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Blood on the Prime Minister's hands

With Scott Morrison suffering continual blows from a political catastrophic onslaught, he is now under pressure to
deliver good governance, which is clearly not happening. The beleaguered Prime Minister needs to lift his game,
but the Grapevine can now reveal that he has delivered a shattering blow that affects all Australians, including
many people that live on the Central Coast. The Prime Minister has blood on his hands!
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PRIME MINISTER Scott Morrison has yet again failed working Australians and people living with a disability through the
appointment of disgraced minister Linda Reynolds to the Government Services and NDIS portfolios.
 
Minister Reynolds is being ‘punished’ for calling a staff member who reported being the victim of an alleged rape a “lying cow”,
and will now be in charge of the Liberals ongoing Robodebt disaster, as well as its secret plans to slash the NDIS. Ms Reynolds
will face a fuming disability community, which is reeling from the Morrison Government’s NDIS cuts.
 
The first test for Minister Reynolds is to repudiate the roll of the so-called independent assessments and stop the cuts to the
NDIS.
 
People with disabilities, living on the Central Coast, will find themselves further disadvantaged by the Morrison Government’s
planned cuts.
 
Prime Minister Scott Morrison has also charged her with mopping up the Robodebt disaster, showing just how little respect he
has for the working people whose lives were ruined by the scheme.
 
Stuart Robert, on the other hand, has been rewarded with a promotion to the Employment portfolio for covering up the
Government’s history of exploiting working people. First Mr Robert oversaw the $1.2 billion Robodebt disaster, then he
underspent the NDIS budget by $4.6 billion, robbing people with a disability of life changing care and services, and, just days
before his promotion, his secret plans to cut the NDIS were revealed.
 
Mr Robert also admitted his incompetence after he blamed a MyGov crash during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic on
fictitious hackers he later confessed to inventing.
 
The Morrison Government cannot continue to shuffle its way out of its horrendous record on ‘not giving a stuff’ about working
people and caring for Australians who are most at risk and need the most support.
 
When will the Morrison Government stop treating the critical portfolios of Government Services and the NDIS as the clearing
house for duds of his cabinet?


